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Climate change will worsen the high levels of urban vulnerability in Latin American cities due to

specific environmental stressors. Some impacts of climate change, such as high temperatures in

urban environments, have not yet been addressed through adaptation strategies, which are based

on poorly supported data. These impacts remain outside the scope of urban planning. New spatially

explicit approaches that identify highly vulnerable urban areas and include specific adaptation

requirements are needed in current urban planning practices to cope with heat hazards. In this

paper, a heat vulnerability index is proposed for Santiago, Chile. The index was created using a

GIS-based spatial information system and was constructed from spatially explicit indexes for

exposure, sensitivity and adaptive capacity levels derived from remote sensing data and

socio-economic information assessed via principal component analysis (PCA). The objective of this

study is to determine the levels of heat vulnerability at local scales by providing insights into these

indexes at the intra city scale. The results reveal a spatial pattern of heat vulnerability with strong

variations among individual spatial indexes. While exposure and adaptive capacities depict a clear

spatial pattern, sensitivity follows a complex spatial distribution. These conditions change when

examining PCA results, showing that sensitivity is more robust than exposure and adaptive capacity.

These indexes can be used both for urban planning purposes and for proposing specific policies

and measures that can help minimize heat hazards in highly dynamic urban areas. The proposed

methodology can be applied to other Latin American cities to support policy making. © 2016
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